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my painting students to the show and they 
loved it. “This is by far the best show I’ve ever 
seen,” one student exclaimed. What I appreciate  
so much about these new aquatints is her 
ease of expressing—with her composition—
and how she embodies—in her practice—
comfort with the uncomfortable. 

Could there be a clam more out of its 
shell than this one? Any time I have touched  
a clam, well, it clammed up—shutting itself  
up while waiting to be left alone. Yet this clam’s 
foot is flopped toward the seated figure who 
holds it. Ashoona’s brushwork is similarly  
unafraid; there is experimentation, play and 
delight in her marks.  

For myself, as an artist and an educator, I 
am eager to devote time to investigate creative 
practices like Ashoona’s, which continually 
grow and change. The biggest questions this 
series of clams raise for me are: How does 
one get this comfortable with the unfamiliar? 
How do you get out of your shell?

In !"#+, I hosted a public conversation 
with Ashoona about her practice at the  
Aboriginal Gathering Place at Emily Carr  
University of Art + Design in Vancouver, BC. 
The excitement around her talk was exceptional,  
bringing in three full classes as well as faculty 
from across the school and guests in the wider  
community. Ashoona and I sat at the centre  
of the room with students radiating out from 
around us. With no audio system that day,  
everyone leaned in to catch what Ashoona 
shared about her work. 

Afterward my friend and colleague  
Hannah Jinkling invited me to co-deliver a 
drawing unit where we studied Ashoona’s  
approach to drawing. With Jinkling’s class, we 
watched the short documentary Ghost Noise 
(!"#") in the studio. In the film, Ashoona talks 
about the hesitation she feels towards picking 
up the pencil laying on the table before her. 
“It’s scary!” she admits. She quickly follows  
it with “but it’s not that scary.” I have this written  
out on a ),$” card and posted on my studio 
vision board. 

For myself, and for my students, being  
reminded that, “it’s not that scary” resonates 
with my aim to have an approach like Ashoona’s,  
which acknowledges apprehension, but  
certainly doesn’t dwell on it. For me, these 
aquatints act as a guide—a glance towards 
doubt on the way to new and exciting work.

In a series of four new aquatints by Shuvinai 
Ashoona, RCA, a person dressed for the cold 
in their parka, hat, scarf and mittens sits on  
a stack of two rocks, holding a giant mollusk 
to their side. The person looks out at us— 
as if this were the most natural relationship. 
Meanwhile, two other clam feet stick out  
of the sand that buries the rest of their 
shelled bodies. The composition is off centre 
across each of the prints in the series, which 
Ashoona has decorated with lively brush 

marks depicting waves in one, a rose garden 
in another, a bed of clams and a series of 
small, colourful splotches. 

This brushwork is a new development for 
the artist. If you’ve been following Ashoona’s 
practice, her incredible drawings in ink, pencil 
and pencil crayon form a distinctive aesthetic 
now. Her exhibition Mapping Worlds at the 
Vancouver Art Gallery in British Columbia on 
view this past spring and fall was a knockout 
featuring dozens of her drawings. I brought 
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— 
Mark Igloliorte is an interdisciplinary artist  
of Inuit ancestry from Nunatsiavut, Labrador. 
His artistic work is primarily painting and 
drawing. He currently teaches at Emily Carr 
University of Art + Design in Vancouver, BC.

Could there be a clam more out of its shell than this one? 
Any time I have touched a clam, well, it clammed up—
shutting itself up while waiting to be left alone. Yet this 
clam’s foot is !opped toward the seated "gure who holds it.
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PROFILE

Logan Ruben

by Emily Henderson

How do you hold a place in your memory? 
This question inspired artist Logan Ruben 
when he moved six years ago from his home 
community of Paulatuk, Inuvialuit Settlement  
Region, NT, to Cranbrook, BC, where he  
currently resides with his family. Since then, 
he has continued to explore not only his 
evolving relationship to his homelands but 
also his relationship to colour. A self-taught 
painter and experimental sculptor, Ruben 
primarily focuses on the landscapes and vistas  
that he remembers fondly from home, all 
translated to wood and canvas through vivid 
colour palettes and brush strokes inspired 

by impressionist painters like Vincent van 
Gogh and calling to mind the work of  
contemporary Indigenous artists, including 
Lawrence Paul Yuxweluptun. 

“I’ve always been enamoured with  
colour,” he explains. “My work is as much an 
exploration of colour and texture as it is of 
memory. With my landscapes, I often think 
back to the feeling of very specific campsites  
and I begin to create from there.” 

Working from his studio in the East 
Kootenays, Ruben creates paintings that are 
complete products of his own labour and 
imagination, from the very stretching of the 

canvas, to the completion of the image.  
He frequently constructs his own canvases, 
and his work comes to life in custom  
dimensions of his own design, with some  
of his panels reaching widths of up to %( 
inches. One part art form, one part COVID-era  
adaptation to accessible painting supplies, 
Ruben is continually inventive with the frames  
on which he creates. 

“Even Da Vinci had to build his own 
canvases sometimes,” he jokes. 

On one such mammoth, a %(-inch canvas,  
he has painted an untitled vast expanse of 
Egg Island in the Northwest Territories, shown  
from an aerial view. Depicted in a hazy green  
and floating in the deep blue of the sea,  
his family’s encampment where he spent 
summers hunting and fishing is lovingly  
remembered along one of the shorelines. 

While many of his paintings are soft  
and organic, others play with geometric lines  
and expressive colours not typically found in  
nature. He links the geometric worlds evoked  
in these paintings with a quilt of fragmented 
memories—some patches his own and 
some derived from family photos and pictures  
recently shared by friends online. His  
painting Untitled (Campsite) (!"#%) best  
exemplifies these explorations of communal 
memory. In it, a single view of a favourite 
campsite is brought to life on a diamond- 
shaped canvas, refracted by vistas of the same  
locale observed in many different seasons, 
which play out through each section of the 
image. In the very centre, an ice floe adrift 
beneath the northern lights appears to  
take the form of an ulu, all of which suggest 
an assemblage of distinct, but shared,  
perspectives of place.  

At once a way to cope with homesickness  
and to record stories about his homelands to  
pass on to his young family while living away  
from the land, Ruben also turns his eye to 
the lands he currently finds himself on, taking  
trips to paint the vistas of British Columbia. 
Mountains rise out of colour-saturated  
landscapes, while tangled trees dance across  
handcrafted canvases. In one image, Untitled  
(Mountain Landscape) (!"#%), an impossible 
landscape is forged in brilliant pinks, reds 
and blues, with a river and skeleton of a tree 
cutting across the foreground and mint 
clouds billowing in the light of the full moon. 
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While the land represents Ruben’s  
preferred subject matter, his infatuation with  
colour and expressive style also translates 
well into portraiture. In one haunting portrait,  
Untitled (Portrait) (!"#%), a long, gaunt face 
gazes out from what could be the hood  
of a parka, eyes peering about suspiciously. 
This figure appears to be listening to his  
environment attentively while wrapped in his  
garment, which appears almost translucent, 
exposing the bones of his ribcage in reds 

and purples that pop against the green of 
the background.  

Ever evolving and uniquely his own  
creation from start to finish, Ruben’s work 
delights the senses and toys with primary 
colours. Branching out from his acrylic works,  
he has recently begun to explore sculpture 
crafted in pure, white clay. While his work 
continues to develop, the motivation behind 
his creative process remains constant. 

“I would like to explore the many identities  

amongst Inuit across the globe and try to 
find a common ground for us all to relate to,”  
he explains. “Whether it be our love for the 
land, the animals that sustain us, or the stories  
and traditions that have been passed down 
through generations of survival.” 
 
—  
This Profile was made possible through  
support from the RBC Foundation’s Emerging  
Artists Project.
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Megan Kyak–Monteith’s  
Painted Worlds



—
by Tarralik Duffy 
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Painter and illustrator Megan Kyak-Monteith possesses  
a deep toolbox of techniques and perspectives which she 
uses to evoke scenes of everyday life in the Nunavut 
communities of her memory. Informing her Romantic 
scenes of whale hunts and still lifes of ulus carving 
country foods is an intimate narrative of cultural revival 
and pride that confronts, often directly, a colonial gaze.  
In this Feature, a fellow artist and writer considers  
the promise of Kyak-Monteith’s career and her painterly 
interrogations into Inuit self-representation.
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In her work Playing In My Father’s Burning Lawn (2018), Megan 
Kyak-Monteith’s command of colour brings to life a simultaneously 
lovely and foreboding scene of a child tensely and tenderly clasping 
her hands together as she stands in front of a burning lawn. The 
style of her jacket is recognizably Inuk, but she is in a strange land. 
Trees loom ominously in the dark behind her, silhouetted against  
a burning red sky, signalling that we aren’t in Kansas anymore. 
Gone is the treeless landscape we once knew. It’s almost as though 
she is afraid to look behind her. 

Though Kyak-Monteith’s work is deeply personal, her work 
chronicles the shared experiences of a generation of Inuit that has 
grown up playing hopscotch on gravelly roads, skipped stones 
along Arctic shorelines and come of age as they jumped ice "oes and 
climbed roofs of houses that can feel as high as mountaintops. For 
those of us who have had to leave our communities and relocate  
to more urban areas, Kyak-Monteith vividly articulates a sense of 
reminiscence, longing and displacement that resonates with many 
of us. Born in 1997 and raised in Mittimatalik (Pond Inlet), NU— 
a small hamlet of 1,600 residents on the north coast of Ba#n Island— 
Kyak-Monteith moved with her family to Nova Scotia when she  
was ten and has spent much of her life and her career in the South. 
She graduated in 2019 from NSCAD University with a BFA in  
Interdisciplinary Arts and currently works and resides in Halifax, 
NS. Her work often revolves around retrospection and piecing  
together childhood memories in order to preserve them. 

“After we moved to Nova Scotia, we didn’t really know how to 
deal with all the trees,” she tells me of Playing In My Father’s Burning 
Lawn.$ “I think it was after the snow melts, there [would be] a bunch 
of dead grass and compressed leaves and so my dad usually just 
burned the lawn and we would jump the !re. Thinking back now, it 
seems kind of scary, and the painting maybe seems a bit sinister, but 
back then it was just a fun thing to do.” The image reads like more 
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of a nightmare than a dream to me, and it seems in stark contrast to 
the soft, dreamy hues that depict her memories of Nunavut. Even the 
somewhat morbid Shark Womp (2020) has a dreamlike playfulness 
that embodies what it is like growing up in the wild, wild North.

It is this move, this fateful migration away from home, coupled 
with the inevitable slippages of memory that happen with age, that 
drives Kyak-Monteith to document her recollections before they 
change shape or are lost forever. “In my experience, memories are 
constantly changing as I get older. Cataloging [them] in the form  
of painting solidi!es it from that change,” she says. 

With strict new travel measures in place to keep COVID-19 out 
of Nunavut, leaving many urban Inuit, like me, unable to visit our 
homeland, Kyak-Monteith’s work is more poignant and moving than 
ever. For viewers who have resided in the North, regardless of the 
community they are from, her work strikes a deeply nostalgic chord. 
Looking over her paintings has often left me in tears, not only due 
to a homesickness exacerbated by the current state of the world,  
but because her paintings and animations are like portals into our 
collective memory. Her ability to capture and convey these moments, 
however, are not reserved for a singular audience. 

Kyak-Monteith—whose star is burning bright and rising fast—
seems to be on the precipice of a breakthrough moment. Recently, 
her show We Play The Same �ňĲƝÌ ;ɽ�üƛĴ� at Marion Scott Gallery 
in Vancouver, BC, sold out before the paintings were ever hung on 
the wall. With the intent of keeping the collection of paintings intact, 
one discerning private collector purchased the entire collection. 
Gallery Associate Jeffrey Boone says of this remarkable and rare  
occurrence, “It is a testament to the importance of the body of work 
being greater than the sum of its parts. Kyak-Monteith created a 
multifaceted look at her own personal experience of the "uidity of 
identity as it entangles with the shared memories of her family members.  
Her work resonates deeply with a broad spectrum [of people].”  

Painting *# Matchbox Mountaintops



With her "air for classical compositions that call to mind the Dutch 
Golden Age, combined with luminous narrative depictions of northern 
life, it is no wonder that Kyak-Monteith’s work appeals to a wide  
audience of collectors and art enthusiasts—a mix of whom she welcomed  
last year to the opening of her show, Maktaaq, at Anna Leonowens 
Gallery in Halifax, NS, with a buffet of maktaaq and soy sauce. 

The !rst time I remember seeing Megan Kyak-Monteith’s work 
was through a social media post shared by her great aunt, a well-known  
Inuk artist, designer and long-time family friend, Martha Kyak. The 
post proudly introduced her great-niece as a featured artist for an 
upcoming art battle, a live painting competition where painters create 
the best work they can in 20 minutes. The post from 2016, originally 
published by The Dalhousie University Club, features a striking 
self-portrait of a brooding young woman wearing an argyle sweater. 
With thick brows, dark hair, bold bangs and a commanding gaze 
reminiscent of Frida Kahlo, she instantly stood out as an extraordinary  
and rare talent. It reminded me of the same visceral reaction I had 
seeing Jutai Toonoo’s (1959–2015) work for the !rst time, which 
obliterated my sense of what I thought I understood about Inuit art. 

I can almost hear the children playing and the ambient sounds 
of Arctic life in her piece Kids in Play Paradise (2018): Hondas blaring, 
dogs howling, rocks hitting the sides of buildings, the soft crunching 
sound of gravel under slow moving truck tires, clouds of dust, an 
older lady scolding children in Inuktitut as they howl with rebellious 
laughter. In the work, a group of children stand tall on the tops of 
matchbox houses, one of them holding a stick as something in the 
far distance has captured their attention. The dusky blue sky signals 
an early or perhaps intensely late summer evening. It’s impossible 
to know the time exactly. Fuel tanks and satellites, hallmarks of 
modern community life, are as instantly recognizable as the wooden 
drying racks for sealskins stacked and gently leaning against the 
houses. This truly is paradise. 

With every stroke of her  
brush Kyak-Monteith not only 
brilliantly cat alogues her own  
lived experience but she boldly 
resurrects and re claims the  
traditions of our ancestors in 
predominantly white spaces. 
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When I call her up to chat about her work, she answers with 
gleeful excitement from her newly rented studio in Halifax. Her 
voice is deeper than I expected, but the intonation is instantly familiar. 
It sounds like home to me. “I want to be like Mary Poppins and 
jump into your paintings,” I tell her and we both just laugh. Kyak- 
Monteith created the illustrations that accompanied The Language of 
Snow, a !ctional story I wrote for Inuktitut magazine in 2019, so 
there was already a fondness between us. As we talk a bit about our 
childhoods and the progression of her artistry, the conversation 
eventually turns to her latest collection of paintings that formed We 
Play The Same �ňĲƝÌ ;ɽ�üƛĴ�.

 “The recent work that I am doing is preserving memories of me 
and my little brother and my grandparents, and my great-grandmother 
who doesn’t speak English,” she says. Kyak-Monteith speaks with a 
bit of sadness that she can no longer speak her language, the language 
of her ancestors and of her great-grandmother Letia. “I am de!nitely 
trying to hold onto my memories,” she tells me. “The way I found to 
connect with her, other than language, is through action-based  
activities. Like puzzles or with food.” 

Inuit have long communicated with each other without speaking, 
and eating together is a point of contact that transcends language.  
It is something we all understand, beyond happy memories of hands 
stained and bloodied as we cut into seal and !sh and ptarmigan. 
Our stomachs and souls satiated with the delicious offerings of our 
land, eating together also !lls us with the deeper realization that the 
food we eat and share is the reason we are still here. 

In Letia, Her Hands (2020) and Where’s the HP Sauce (2020) the 
focus is on the beautifully aged, delicately feminine, able hands of 
her great-grandmother. For those unfamiliar with the reference,  
HP Sauce is a brown steak sauce originally produced in the United 
Kingdom. This bestselling condiment eventually made its way across 
the pond from British dinner tables to cardboard feasts across the 
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North. Most often paired with maktaaq or caribou, it has inadvertently 
become a beloved and iconic part of our own food culture. In the 
!rst painting Letia is busy piecing together a puzzle with short, clipped 
unadorned !ngernails. In the second she is slicing up maktaaq with 
an ulu. Her long, bright-red painted nails nearly steal the scene.  
It’s in these subtle yet bold details that Kyak-Monteith explores and 
expresses her interwoven identities. Brightly painted, pointed  
nails have become almost a signature in Kyak-Monteith’s work and 
are often cameoed in her social media posts. They are a character 
unto themselves. 

Many of Kyak-Monteith’s pieces focus on harvesting and food 
sharing. The power and signi!cance might be lost on some, but to 
understand it we do not have to look that far back. Up until the late 
90s, Inuit were not allowed to harvest bowhead whales due to over 
harvesting by foreign whalers and for many years before that, Inuit 
were strongly discouraged from eating the foods that kept us alive and 
thriving for generations. Something as seemingly innocuous as sharing 
and partaking in traditional food could seem like a passing novelty— 
a fun, kind-of-exotic and daring foodie thing to do at an art opening. 
But for Inuit, every morsel shared in the open is taking back space and 
erasing the shame wrongfully coerced upon our families. With every 
stroke of her brush Kyak-Monteith not only brilliantly catalogues 
her own lived experience but she boldly resurrects and reclaims the 
traditions of our ancestors in predominantly white spaces. 

Before social media helped us to not only normalize but openly 
celebrate our traditional diet and delicacies, there was still a lot of 
suspicion directed toward Inuit wanting to document their culture 
and experience. It was something you simply did not do as it was  
a potential source of contention and shame. I remember so vividly 
how my own anaanatsiaq would admonish me to warn her before 
coming to her house with a white person or non-Inuk as she did not 
want to be caught off guard while eating or preparing traditional 
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food or working on skins. In her animation Large Feast on a Bed of 
Cardboard (Maktaaq) (2019), which runs just under a minute, we take 
part in the most joyous act shared among Inuit: gathering around 
the cardboard to share “soul food,” or country food, with one another. 
Once again, the brightly painted red !ngernails dance around the 
screen as skillful hands slice up pieces of the traditional Inuit meal of 
whale skin and blubber. A second person’s hands enter the scene 
and pour VH brand soy sauce, another beloved condiment we  
often pair with frozen caribou or char. These are living memories: 
"ashbacks in rapidly moving oil paint, jumping, moving and shifting 
like a dream we cannot hold onto. 

Much like the greats before her, self-portraiture is a signi!cant 
part of Kyak-Monteith’s practice; she paints one every summer. 
From the young girl with dark, brooding eyes in an argyle sweater, 
to a sultry young woman pictured in front of a simple backdrop, 
with smooth porcelain skin, pouty lips and blonde hair cascading 
from dark roots “with the pu#est sleeves,” we are witness to her 
physical transformations as much as the evolution of her talent. Her 
latest painting immortalizes herself dressed as a grandmother,  
complete with granny scarf and the signature giant glasses we all 
came to associate with our northern grandmothers in the 70s and 80s. 
Kyak-Monteith once again commands our gaze with her playful  
reimagining of herself as a ningiuq. Mixing elements of Romanticism 
and Realism, she brings the eye of a master painter, evoking a  
timelessness that de!es her youth. Her decision to juxtapose herself 
as a grandmother in youthful form encourages the viewer to question 
the relationship between past and present, how one cannot exist 
without the other. Her supple face emotes a youthful bravado while 
sagacious and soulful eyes steadily watch from behind amber 
lenses. Leaning back with a cool con!dence and a knowing mischief 
only Elders possess, it’s as though she’s telling us she’s already been 
here for a very long time. 

  NOTES

 % Quotes from Megan 
Kyak-Monteith from 
interview conducted by 
the author in August, 
!"!".
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A conversation with 
Darcie Bernhardt, Heather 

Campbell, Bronson Jacque and 
Aija Komangapik



HEATHER CAMPBELL: When I meet new people, I always think of the older 
people back home and the questions they would ask when we were 
introduced: “Who do you belong to? Who are your people?” So, to start. 
I’m from Rigolet, Nunatsiavut, NL. I attended university in Corner 
Brook, NL, at Grenfell College School of Fine Arts and moved to  
Ottawa, ON, in 1997. When I went to art school in ’92, as far as I know, 
I was the only Inuk painter there and perhaps even across Canada. 

DARCIE BERNHARDT: I’m a recent grad from NSCAD University where  
I earned a Bachelor of Fine Arts with a focus in painting. I didn’t  
really explore painting until I was about 19 in my first year at Yukon 
College, before NSCAD University.

AIJA KOMANGAPIK: I attend Bishop’s University in Sherbrooke, QC, 
[where] I’m studying Arts Administration. I’m most passionate 
about digital art, but have been exploring painting and was recently 
commissioned to do a mural for Tungasuvvingat Inuit.

BRONSON JACQUE: I’m from Postville, Nunatsiavut, NL. I recently moved 
to Halifax, NS, [to attend] NSCAD University. I’ve been creating art 
since I can remember, but taking it seriously for the past ten years. 

HC: Like all of you, I’ve been experimenting with art from an early 
age. I played around with watercolor sets when I was a kid, but didn’t 
paint seriously until art school. Back then, I was doing oil painting 
more than the ink watercolor I do now.  

What inspired all of you to take up painting over other mediums? 
What’s your particular painting style and how did it evolve?

BJ: I have an uncle [Jason Jacque] who is a very talented artist.  
I tried to be like him, starting by drawing portraits. My family  
encouraged me, telling me I should go to art school.

Though painting is not historically  
a medium widely explored by  
Inuit artists, an explosion of colour  
is emanating from the Arctic as a 
new generation of artists picks up 
their brushes. In this interview,  
the IAQ convened a trailblazing  
Inuk painter with three emerging 
artists to explore their craft, the  
challenges they face, and how their 
works reimagine and reinterpret  
the long history of the medium. 
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Ì�ţÚäÚ¯p�_ŧţÌ��ŐÚş�ô�ùäpZƏþŚşƟ¯p�þÑ��ß�ÌŚ¯��
ßÚÌ�ƏƬƝ��Å´Ñ��ZŤ±p�ÏưƬƝ� #%%+-ƛXôá�.� þÑ��ß�ŚÌŚ±p�
ßÚÌŐ�ƏƬƝ� #%%!-ƛXôá�,�û´ä�Ə=Ɲ,�Îôäp`Z�ƛšƝƍ�
�¯�ŐĲ�ôáƝ�Å´ƎáÚÍp�|Ñ_ßµ¯p.

`Śù�=ÚƆ�Śp`Śù�=ÚƆ�Śp :�ßÚÌ�Ə_ÚÌ��ûßpX�Ìÿä�Ə=Ɲ�_ŧţÌ�NSCAD�
ùäpZƏþŚş«Ĵ�ƝÌp��Å´á�ß_Őķ�ňĴX`ä�ƏƬƝ�þÑ��ß�ŚÌŚ±p�
�¯�ŐÌŚ±p.�_´ß�û´á�ä�ƙ�|Ñ�ƏZƝ��¯�ŐÌŚ¯p�wù�Ìß� #%-Ì��
�w�ƍßƏXôáƝ�û´ßä�Əù´šƝ��¯�ŐÌŚ¯��ùšôßƏB¯��
ßÚÌ�ßƏXôáƝ�ĵ}Ú�ùäpZƏþŚş�Ìp�ûß�NSCAD�ùäpZƏþŚş«Ĵ�ƝÌp�
ßÚÌ�ä�ƏXÚÑƝ.

�ķ�Ƌ´ƞ;��ķ�Ƌ´ƞ;� :�ßÚÌ�ä�Ə=Ɲ�_ŧţÌ�;þSď�ùäpZƏþŚş«Ĵ�ƝÌ�,�_ŧţÌ�
û=ŒŚ,� yBÅ¯p,��Å´á�_ŧţÌ�ßÚÌ�ƏƬƝ�þÑ��ßŐÌŚ¯p.�_´ß�
ƍŐþ�ķX�p�þÑ��ßŐÌŚ¯p�;��þÅ´Ő�=Ɲ,�wù�Ìß�ƍ�ĲÑûßä�Ə=Ɲ�
�¯�ŐÌŚ¯p�µÚÑÿƛä�ƏZƏ��Å´Ñ��¯�ŐƋ=ķ�ßƏƬƝ��ƙĴ¯��
`�yÎƝ�ZƝû«şƝp�Îp-yÚÎp.

=ŖÚþÚ�ĸ�=ŖÚþÚ�ĸ� :�>ďpş�ô¯�_�šƝ,�ÎÑpù�šÅ¯p,�Ì�ţÚäÚ¯p.�ƍƝpX�ÿƏ�
Îä�Ə=Ɲ�Ɔ�ßţ�ď±p,�Îţďyù�±p,�ßÚÌ�Ő�ƏƬƝ�_ţÌ�NSCAD�
ùäpZƏþŚş«Ĵ�ƝÌp.�_´ƝÌZƎá��Ə|�´ĴÚÑƏùßƏXôáƝ�
þÑ��ß�ƍp_ßä�Əù´šƝ,�wù�Ìß��ZÅ´Őßä�Əù´ķŕ�þÑ��ß�ŚÌƏ�
�w�p�Ƌßp�Ñù´ßƏXôá�p.

Ɔ|Ɔ| : ßďùZp_�Ə�þÑ��ß�ŚÌŚ¯���Zƍp_ßä�Əù´šƝ�Î_ŕ�XôáƝ.�
�ZƏB�ƬƝ�_�y��´Ś±p�¯û��ßƟÌ���¯�ŐÌŚ¯��Î_ŕ�XôáƝ,�
wù�Ìß�;Å´Ő�Xßä�Əù´ķŕ�ßÚÌ�ßƏXôáƝ�þÑ��ß�ŚÌŚ±p�
ßÚÌ�ŚşƟ¯p.� _ďû´Ìß,��¯Őţßä�Əù´šƝ��ZƏƬƝ��¯�ŚÌ¯��
�Əû±p�þÑù´ĴÌ��ZÑ�ƙßƏáƝ�¯Ś±p�¯û��ßƟÌ���¯�ŐÌŚ¯�.�

wû¯«ß�;��ŒXƍƍp_Ə;ù��¯�ŐÌŚ¯p�_´ďù��ùƙÚÌ���ZƙưƬX�
þÑ��ß�Œ_�ţ�ZÌ�?�ƍÎŚß��¯�Őţ�;ù��Å´Ñ��ZƏBßƏáù��?

_´ß��¯�ŐÌƏ�_´ƝÌZƍƏ�
ÎƟÎp� þÑ��ß�ƏXÎp�
�ZƏ_�ţƙ�|á�ƏáÌ,� �ôá¯�ĴŚß�
_´� þÑ��ß�ƏXÎp�
�ZƏ_�ţßƏ=Ə��ZƏáX��_ƏþÌ�
�ňĲ�ƙpZÌ���w�Ə_ƏZ¯p.� _ŧţÌ�
�;�ƏûƏ_�ZĴÌ,�IAQ�_y�þ�XpXšp�
ÎƟ¯p��¯�ƏX¯��;ƍXƍƏƬÌ�
;ƝûÌ��ÎƟÌ�� þÑ��ß�ƏXÌ��
ƍ�ĲÑû�Ƭ_�þÑ��ƙÚÌ�,�
��ûŒŒX�ţ�_ƙôá,� �Å´á�þÑķƙp�
ZwƍŚÌƙÚÌ��_ďû´ÌZƍƏ�
;�ù�ţä�ƏZÌ�.
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DB: I always go back to drawing with graphite, particularly if I get 
stuck. The market very much influenced the materials I had, because 
that’s all I had.  

AK: I think the medium you choose is more based on where you are  
geographically and what you have access to. Right now, it’s acrylics for me. 

HC: It makes me wonder how many others would start painting if  
they had the access each of us ultimately did. How do you think art 
school or university has shaped what you do now?

BJ: Art school has definitely helped me take thoughts and put them 
down in a cohesive way. Education really unlocks a new language  
of expression. 

DB: Art school has given me resources and tools to really further my 
ideas. It helped me find new ways of storytelling in new mediums.

HC: When I left art school, I felt like I was unlearning and learning  
at the same time. I was able to take my knowledge of the materials and 
start to question myself. How can my Inuk-ness colour what I learned  
in art school? Are there things I can shape and morph and make my 
own? So, I ended up spending ten years playing with materials, trying  
to find that combination that really worked for me. The more that  
I learned about Inuit art—through the Inuit Art Foundation—I was 
able to see patterns and elements that existed in my own work that  
I didn’t realize were an Inuit influence at all.  

Is there, or was there, any Indigenous art history taught at your 
schools?

DB: When I went to NSCAD, it was very Eurocentric. Nineteenth-  
and twentieth-century courses are a requirement, and Indigenous art 
should be as well. You have to really fight and advocate for those 
courses. I would love to see more representation in classrooms. Our 
art histories are important.

I was encouraged to draw at first because it’s inexpensive to get 
supplies in the North. Painting isn’t really suggested because canvases 
are large and expensive to ship. Even in school we painted on cardstock  
and paper. I never painted seriously until I moved to Newfoundland. 
Everything was accessible there, and I was able to experiment a bit more. 

I’ve always leaned towards realism in my work because I want to 
capture the things around me. If I have a relative and I really admire 
them, I want to put them on a canvas, with my own little spin. Not the 
same as a photograph—I try to put a bit of their personality into it. 

AK: My love of comic book illustrations initially inspired my style.  
I liked certain series like Hellboy and thought, “Wow, these are so 
colourful.” I think that’s reflected in my style, which is very fluid and 
colourful, with a lot of movement. I started with digital painting, and 
when I got to school in my twenties and got a little bit more funding, 
I was able to start painting and realized it was fun.

DB: I was in pretty much the same situation. Oil painting supplies 
or acrylics, all the brushes and paints, they add up over time. I thought 
all I would ever do was draw. It wasn’t until I was in school for a 
while that I realized I wanted to expand on my artistic practice and 
see what realms I could explore. 

When I was younger I was obsessed with colour, really bright 
colours, like aqpiks, and I still carry that through with my paintings 
now. In my practice, I use portraits as decolonial memory preservation. 
These are scenes that I remember, and I use colour to interrogate 
my memory of them.

HC: Thinking about how the market often influences what media 
Inuit choose, did the art market consciously influence your choice 
to pursue painting?

BJ: Partially. I started oil painting because it was worth a bit more. 
You can sell a painting for more than a graphite drawing. But I mainly 
switched because it’s so fun to use oil paint.

LEFT
Bronson Jacque  
(b. 1995 Postville)
—
The Trapper
!"#+
Acrylic
%#.& ' (".% cm

þ�¯�Ìp�
=ŖÚþÚ�ĸ�=ŖÚþÚ�ĸ�
(Ïŧş� 1995 w=Ə|�)
—
XŐ�Ì�ŕû�X
!"#+
�Əû±p�þÑù Ĵ́±p��¯�ŒXp
%#.& ' (".% þÚ_°_
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=ĸ=ĸ : ��|ƍƏ=Ɲ�ķþÚ�ķ�¯p��XßƟ¯p��Å´á�_ÚÑ�þÑ��ß�ƏXÅ´Ő�áĴƏ.�
`ďûZÑŚá�;Ñûƍp_ŕá�ŐšƝ,�ûŚá�XXŕ�ķƏB�ƬƝ.�ä�|��ţÚÌ��
|ĴƏZüƛšp,�ßÚÌ�Ő�ƋĲôáX��þÑ��ß�ŚÌŚ±p.

Xß�Ə_�ƍp_ä�Ə=Ɲ�XXŕ�ķƍp_Ƌķ�ţ�ƬƝ��wZá�ƙÚÌƏþ�ÌƝÎp�
Ì�şŕû�Ƭ�p��w�Ə_ƏZ¯p.��¯�ŐƋķ�á�ƏBƙƬ_á�üƍÅ´�_´�Ɲ�
�w�Ə_ƏZ±���ôäƏX���þƏ��wZá�ŚÌƝÎp.�ßÚÌ�ƏXôá_âÚÍp�
�¯�Őţä�Ə=��BSCX�p.��¯�Őá�ƏBä�ƙäƝÌ�wù�Ìß�
Ì�ţÚåÚ±p�ÏXôáƝ.�_´Ì�wûZÚÑp�;ĴÚÑpX�ŕpX�p.�_´ß�
ƍÎZÚÑ���ZŒÚÑƏùßä�Ə=Ɲ��¯�ŐÌŚ¯p.

;ôäp`ƛĴÌ�ß�þÑ��ß�üƛšƝ�;ňĴXƍƏƬƝ�_yķßµÚÌ��
�ňĲß�ŐĴ´ôáƝ.�äƍŒ´��Å´á��;�Å´Ő�Ƭ�p,��¯�ŐĴ´ţ�|,��ţƝ�
ÑƟ¯Ì�þÑķÚÌ�.�_´�yXZÑŚá��ňĲß�Əù´ĴXZp�;ƙƬ�p0wù�Ìß�
ßƏyùƙÚÌ��_y�þ�XÚÑû�á�p.

�Ƌ�Ƌ : _´ß�_´�yÌƝ�Ɖ¯ŚŒ�Ì��XXŕ�ķƏù´ĴÌ��;��ŒXƍßä�Əù´šƝ�
;��á�ƏƬ�p.�äƙÚÌ��;��þƏBä�Əù´šƝ�üŚá�Hellboy��Å´á�
û´ôáƝ�“š�,��y��_Əþƍ�pX�ƏZ�áp.”��Å´á�û´ôáƝ�_´ÚÑƍp��
þÑƍp_ßƏ=Ɲ,�_Əþƍ�pX�ƏZ�áƟÌ�,��Å´á���äÌƍpX�ƏáX�.�
;��ä�Əù´šƝ�ƍŐþ�ķX�p��¯�ŐÌŚ̄ �,��Ǻ á�_ �́ßÚÌ�ƍ_�ßƏXôáƝ��
�w�ƍßƏXôáƝ�!"-ƙÚÌ�,��Å´á�xÑ�ķƏ`ƏƬƝ,�
�¯�Őƍp_ßä�Əù´šƝ��Å´á�Ƌş�ÑŚÌƝÌ��ƍ�ĲßƏƬƝ.

`=`= : �ţƝp_�Ə�_´ÚÑ�;��ŚÌƍä�ŐšƝ.�_´�y���Əû±p�þÑù´Ĵ�
�¯�ŒXp,��¯�ŒXôá,��wpZƏBôß�ţ�=p.�û´ţä�Əù´šƝß�
�wZá�ŚÌƙÚÎp�XXŕ�ķZÚÑƍp_Œ´ôáƝ.�_´ß�
ßÚÌ�ƍ_�ä�|�XôáƝ�ƍ�Ĳßä�Ə=Ɲ�þÑ��ß�ŒÚÑŚÌŕ�
�ƙ�ß��ƏX�|ÚÌŒ´ôá��ƍÎŚá�ƍ�ĲÌ�Ìŕ�;ňĴX�ôá�.

´�y�|ÚÌƏXôáƝ�´yÌƝ�_ƏþÌ�;��þş«Ĵ�ä�Ə=Ɲ,�
_y�þ�pX�ƏZÌ��_ƏþÌ�,�üŚá��Ə;�Ì�,��Å´á�_´�ûß�µÚÑ�û´�ţ�Bŕ�
�¯�Ə_ÚÎp.��ZƏB�=Ɲ��ňĲƛ�Ì�Ə|�´pX�Œ´ôáƝ.�_´�y���ňĲƛ�p�
Ə|�´ţ�B�|,��Å´á��ZƏB�ƬƝ�_ƏþÌ���ňĲƚƙpZÌ���ZƏB�ZƝ�
Ə|�´pX�Œ´ôáƝ�_yä�Ə_ÚÌ�.

Ɔ|Ɔ| : û´�ôá�p�_´�y��Ì�şŚş�üp�ƍÎƏ�Îp�ÌŒ�Əùƍp_Ő��þƙÚÌ�,�
_´ß�_´�y��Ì�şŚş�ûp�ßďùÚÌ��ÌŒ�ƏùŒÚÑƏùXpXûƛţ��¯�Əù´ĴÍ�?

RIGHT
Aija Komangapik  
(b. 1998 Iqaluit)
—
Nuliajuk 
!"!"
Acrylic
!%.) ' *%.) cm 

_ßƏ;�Ìp��
�ķ�Ƌ´ƞ;���ķ�Ƌ´ƞ;��  
(Ïŧş� 1998�ƍáp)
—
Îß�Ĵ� 
!"!"
XXŕ�ķŚş�
!%.) ' *%.) þÚ_°_  

BELOW
Darcie Bernhardt  
—
Nanuk’s Kamiks
!"#$
Oil
#$!.% , #!#.% cm

�`ÌpZƏ�
`Śù�=ÚƆ�Śp`Śù�=ÚƆ�Śp  
—
ÑÏS�|¯ƙp
!"#$
�ƏûŚ±p�þÑù Ĵ́±p��¯�ŒXp
#$!.% , #!#.% þÚ_°_ 
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BJ: There are, I think, 13 Indigenous art history courses at  
[NSCAD now], but I don’t think there’s a specific Inuit art course.

AK: I don’t know if there are any specifically Inuit [courses] at our 
school. There’s a lot of white European people from the 1500s. I wish  
that they put “Western art” [in the course description] because I 
thought we were going to be covering not just Indigenous, but African  
or East Indian or Asian art, too. 

HC: Are there other artists who have influenced you over the years?

BJ: Early on, I was influenced by Western art, because that was pretty 
much all I’d see online. As I’ve gotten older, I’ve seen the importance  
of people in our communities making art. Now I really am influenced  
by people I know, people who make Inuit art and people in remote 
communities. When I was younger, I was into the flashy things. But 
now that I’ve matured a little—I hope—I value art differently. 

HC: I think this also speaks to how important the Inuit Art Quarterly  
is. Up until I came to Ottawa, it was the only exposure I had to Inuit  
art from other regions. 

AK: When I was really young, my influence was my ataata [Ruben 
Komangapik], and my uncle, Mattiusi [Iyaituk], who are both artists.  
Kenojuak Ashevak, too, who you’ll see in every Inuk home. As I get older, it’s  
random artists that I really find interesting—a lot of comic book artists. 

DB: Because my mom [Donna Wolki] is a seamstress, I was surrounded  
by artists growing up. It felt like all these aunties and nanuks were  
just hanging out, having tea, but those moments influenced me a lot. 

When I was younger and thought of art, I thought of artists like 
Annie Pootoogook. The scenes she drew are scenes I would see,  
with their colour and their humour. My elder was Agnes Nanogak,  
and she was a printmaker, illustrator and she used to draw, but I  
only learned about her practice later in school. 

RIGHT
Heather Campbell 
—
Monolith
!"!"
Ink
*".) ' !!.% cm

_ßƏ;�ÍpZƏ��
ƆZŚ�|Å=ôƆZŚ�|Å=ô
—
±Îßp
!"!"
XXŕ�Å¯p�´ßƟ±p
*".) ' !!.% þÚ_°_

OPPOSITE
Darcie Bernhardt
—
Nungki
!"#%
Oil
#)!.& ' #(+.( cm

«á�ÍpZƏ�
`Śù�=ÚƆ�Śp`Śù�=ÚƆ�Śp
—
ÎƟw
!"#%
�Əû±p�þÑù Ĵ́±p��¯�ŒXp
#)!.& ' #(+.( þÚ_°_

When I left art school, I felt like  
I was unlearning and learning at 
the same time. I was able to take 
my knowledge of the materials  
and start to question myself. How  
can my Inuk-ness colour what  
I learned in art school? 

þÑ��ß�ŚÌŚ±p�ßÚÌ�ŖÌ�XôáƝ,�
�;�ûä�Əù´šƝ�ƍÎƏ�
ßpXù´ƋĲƙƬƝ��Å´á�
ßpXù´pX�ƌĲôáƝ��_�pX�yp.�
_´ß�ƍ�Ĳ´Ìŕ��ZƏá��_´�yÌƝ�
�¯�ŐňĴXÌ���ţÚÌ��
�;Əûƍp_ßä�Əù´šƝ.�ƍÎŚß�
ÏÌŕ�;ňĴX�ôá��_Əþß�ŒÚÑƏùšƝ��
ßä�Ə_ÚÌ�� þÑ��ß�ŚÌŚ±p�
ßÚÌ�ŚşƟ¯p?�
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_yĴÚÑƏùßä�Ə=Ɲ�ƍÎZÚÑƏ��Əw�ù´ÌƙÚÌ��ûÑ�ţá��ţƝ�ÑƟ¯ÌƏ�
þÑƍp_Ə_ÚÌ��;_ƍŐôáX��ƍ�ĲßƏƬƝá�Îp�_´ňķ�þÑ��ƙp.

;_ƍƏB,��ŧţâÚÍp�;_ƍÚÑüƛţ,�ÎÑƍƏ}Əù´Ĵp�þÑ��ƙÚÍp?

`=`= : _´ß�_yƝ�NSCAD-yÚÎp�ßÚÌ�ƏŐ�Əù´XôáƝ,�_|Ì��
_�ţÌ�_Ő�S��w�ÌŚ¯�XZp�;_ƍÅ´Őä�Ə=Ə.�#%""-Ì���Å´�!"""-Ìp�
�w�p��ZƏXôá��;_ƍÅ´Őä�ŐšƏ�ßÚÌ�Ə_pXÚÌ�.�
_yĴ´Å´Ő�|á�Ə=Ɲ�_y�þ�pX�ƏZÌ��ßÚÌ�ŒX�þÌ�.�_´�y��
_û´Ì�|ôä���ZƏ_�ţä�ƏZp�ßÚÌ�ŚÌš�;Å´Ő�áÅ´_.

=ĸ=ĸ : û´ĴƝß,� #*-ƛĴÌ��ÎÑƍƏ}Əù´ĴÎp�þÑ��ß�ŚÌŚ±p��
ßÚÌ�ŒX�þƍƏZp�_ŧţÌ�NSCAD-¯p�µÚÑ�ĴƏ,�wù�Ìß�;_ƍŕû�ƙ_ŕ�
Îp�þÑ��ß�ŚÌŐƍp_Ə_ƙÚÌ��ßÚÌ�ŒX�þÌ�.

�Ƌ�Ƌ : ;_ƍŕû�ƙp_ŕ�Îp�þÑ��ß�ƏB�_ƙÚÌ��ßÚÌ�ŒX�þÌ��
ßÚÌ�ŚşpXÚÌp.��¯û�áƟÌp�;_ƍƏƬÌ�_Ő�S��w�Ìp�ƍôáÒp�
þÑ��ß�ƏB�_ƙÚÌ��_´ƝÌp� #)""��w�p��ZƏXôá�p.� �
û�á�ƏZƝß�µÌ� “��ßÌŚ¯�p�þÑ��ß�ŚÌƙÚÌ�”�;_ƍƋôá��
ßÚÌ�ŒX�þÌ��;ňĴX�ôá��û´ôáƝ�ßÚÌ�ŚÌ�ŕp_�
ÎÑƍƏ}Əù´ĴZ�ƛƙpZÌ�,�wù�Ìp_�Ə�ƉŚÌƏZp��Å´á�ÚX�¯��
�ţâÚÍp�þÌù�þÑ��ß�ƏBƟÌƙÚÌ��ßÚÌ�ŒX�þÌ��;_ƍƋôá�.

Ɔ|Ɔ| : �ùďùÚÌ��þÑ��ß�ƏXÌ��;��ƏX_�ù´şù��w�p��¯ûBáp�
�Ì�Əù´ßƏXôá�p?

=ĸ=ĸ : ;��ƏX_�ä�Əù´šƝß�`�yÑÌ���ßÌŚ¯�p�þÑ��ß�ƏXƙÚÌ�,�
;ňĴX�ôá��_yƍp_Əù´��wp�ƍŐþ�ķX�p.�ÚÑŒƏBôß�ßƏXôáƝ,�Îp�
;Å´Ő�âÌƙÚÌp�ÎÑßpXÚÌ�þÑ��ß�ƏZp.�_´ß�;��ƏX_�ù´šƝ�
ÎƟÌp�þÑ��ß�ƏB�ZÌ���Å´á�ÎƟÌ��ÎÑßŕå¯�Ì�.� �́yÚÌƏXôáƝ,�
XXŕ�ķƏBä�Əù´šƝ��ôá¯�Ĵ�;ĴÌ�.�wù�Ìß�ÚÑŒƏù´ßƏXôáƝ—
XXŕ�ķŚÌƏ�_�ZßƏBŕ��ù��ƞƏ�;pX�ŕû�BßƏƬƝá.
�
Ɔ|Ɔ| : û´ĴƝß�_´ÚÑ�þÑ��ß�ŒÚÑŒX�ķùÚÎp�`ÚÑ�Îp��
þÑ��ß�ƏXp�;Å´Ő�ÌƝÌ�.��ZŤ±�ƏXôáƝ,�_yĴÚÑßä�Ə=Ɲ�
þÑ��ƙÚÌ��ÎÑÌ���ùƙÚÌ�.

=ĸ=ĸ : _´ß,��ţƝ��ƏûÌ��þÑù´ĴÌ��¯�ŒXÌ���Zƍp_ßä�Ə=Ɲ�
�wZÌƏþ�ÌƙÚÎp.�Ì�ŚŒXƍŒÚÑƏ=Xp��wZÌƏþ�ĴÌ�´yÌƝ�
XXŕ�ķƏù´ZÚÑƏZÌ�.�wù�Ìß�_´��ƏûÌ�þÑù´ĴÌ�
�Zƍp_ßä�Ə=Ɲ���û�á�Ƌş�ÑŚ´p��ƏûÌ��þÑù´ĴÌ��¯�ŒXÌ�.

`=`= : �Xƍp_Ə=Ɲß�XXŕ�ķŚÌŚ±p�;á�ƏƬƝ��ĴßŖƝ´.�_´�y��
Ì�şŐ�Śş�ţ�Zp�_´�yÌƝ��ţƝ�ÑƟ¯ÌƏ��ZƏB�_ÚÌ�
XXŕ�ķŚş�ţ�ZÌ��ZƋĲûƛƟ´_,�;ňĴX�ôá��_´�y��;ù´ķZ�Őţ�|�wp.

�Ƌ�Ƌ : û´ĴƝß�þÑ��ß�ŒX�ţ�_Xp�;ňĴXƍÌ�Ə=p�ÑÌŚ¯�_Íp�
;ňĴX�ôá���Å´á��ZŒÚÑƏ_Xp�;ňĴX�ôá�p_�Ə.�_´ß��ţƝ�
�ZƏB�=Ɲ��¯�Śş�ţ�ZÌ�.

Ɔ|Ɔ| : û´ţ�=Ɲ�ƍÎw�Ə��¯üX�Ĵp�Îp��¯�Őƍp_ßŕķƏB�
;_ƍpX�ŒX��_´�yÌƝ��¯�Œ_�ţ�ZÌ�.�ƍÎŚß�û´şù��
þÑ��ß�ŚşƟ¯p�ßÚÌ�ŚÌŐä�Ə_ù��ZŚÌƍƏBp�ßďùÚÎp?

=ĸ=ĸ : þÑ��ß�ŚşƟ¯�ßÚÌ�ŚÌŐä�Ə_ŕ��ţÚÎp�|ĴŚÌƍÅ´Ő�ZƏ��
ƍÎƏ�û´ĴÚÑƏùôáƝ��Å´á�û´�ķ�|�XXŕ�ķŒÚÑƏùôá�p.�_´ÚÑ�
ßÚÌ�ŚÌƏ���û�á��|ĴŒXÅ´Ő�šƏ��Å´á�_y�þ�XpXĴÚÑƏùôá_��
ƍÎƏ�XXŕ�ķŚÌ�ŚÌpXÚÌ�.

`=`= : þÑ��ß�ŚÌŚ±p�ßÚÌ�ŚÌƏ��ţÚÎp��ZŒXÅ´Ő�ášƏ��
_´�yÌƝá�ZÌķ�ù´ôáƝ�þÑ��ß�ŒX�þÌp�û´ß�ŒÚÑƏùôáƝá�
ƍÎpZÌ���¯ŐĴÚÑƏùÌ�ŚÌÚÌ�.�|ĴŚÌƍÅ´ŐüƛôáÌá�Î`Ì��
�Ì�}ß�ŒÚÑƏùôáƝ��¯�ŐÌ�yp.

Ɔ|Ɔ| : þÑ��ß�ŚÌŚ±p�ßÚÌ�ŖÌ�XôáƝ,��;�ûä�Əù´šƝ�ƍÎƏ�
ßpXù´ƋĲƙƬƝ��Ǻ á�ßpXù ṕX�ƌĲôáƝ��_�pX�yp.�_´ß�ƍ�Ĳ´Ìŕ��
�ZƏá��_ �́yÌƝ��¯�ŐňĴXÌ���ţÚÌ���;Əûƍp_ßä�Əù´šƝ.�ƍÎŚß�
ÏÌŕ�;ňĴX�ôá��_Əþß�ŒÚÑƏùšƝ�ßä�Ə_ÚÌ��þÑ��ß�ŚÌŚ±p�
ßÚÌ�ŚşƟ p̄?�;_ƍŕá�ƏBƍ��ţÚÌ���Əw�ùĴÚÑŚáƝ?�_´ß��w�Ì��
ƋßÌ���ţÚÌ��û´�ķÚÌ�þÑÑûƍp_ßä�Əù´šƝ�ƍÎZÚÑ�
��ZŒâķƏB�ƬƝ��ţƝá�ÒÅ´�ķÚÌ�ƍ�ĲÑû�áƝ.�ƍ�Ĳţôß�XôáƝ�
Îp�þÑ��ß�ŒùƙÚÌ�—`�yX�ÑƏ�Îp�þÑ��ß�ƏXƙpX�p—
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HC: I think it’s easy for us to take for granted the people that are always 
around us. My grandfather used to carve little wooden animals, and  
I remember seeing them around the house and not really thinking much  
of it. I really wish I could find one of them now that he’s passed on. 

Have you come across any obstacles while building a career in 
painting? 

BJ: When people think of Inuit art, it’s usually prints and carvings. 
While you can do so much with carving, it’s limited by its physical  
properties. With painting, you can express more abstract ideas. 

AK: Here’s what I like about painting: Inuit sculpture is beautiful,  
using interesting shapes and made with a lot of technical skill, but in 
terms of colour it’s very contrast heavy—stone on bone, black, white, 
dark green stone. When I started looking into other visual artists and 
other cultures asking “What else can art be?”, I saw there’s an entire  
catalogue of colours that you can use. 

HC: Have you gotten resistance from anyone? Has anyone challenged  
the authenticity of your artwork—or even you?  

BJ: People tend to think of authentic Inuit art as carving and prints,  
and they can be kind of resistant to newer art media. That might  
influence my leaning towards realism. It’s a safer bet. Now that I feel  
I have a bit more creative freedom, I think my Inuk-ness will show 
through in my art a bit more. 

HC: When I first moved to Ottawa, I visited a gallery and showed them  
my portfolio and no one gave me the time of day. There’s a lot of barriers 
that you have to break down, especially when it comes to being more 
white-passing and working in a medium that isn’t recognized as “Inuit art”.

BJ: I had a similar experience in St. John’s. Galleries turned me away, 
saying winter scenes don’t sell. The only painting they considered  
depicted fishermen on a dock—a normal Newfoundland-looking  
scene. One of the gallerists said that if this piece sold, it’s because I’m  
Indigenous. I was so offended. If my art sells, I want it to be because  
it’s good, not because of who I am.

AK: With Inuit art, I don’t initially think of painting. I have seen some 
good paintings by Inuit artists, but like you’ve said, it’s very much  
printmaking and statues. My oma told me [Inuit artists] were sent  
pamphlets suggesting subjects they should carve and sell. At one point, 
[the government] suggested basket weaving, and she said, “Baskets?  
We don’t weave baskets!” Another just read, “polar bear,” and now the 
market’s saturated with them. A lot of it is just based on what people 
think they want. It restricts what we can do. 

HC: My work as a researcher at Library and Archives Canada gave me  
the opportunity to go through the Canadian Eskimo Arts Council (CEAC)  
collection. I read everything about how they marketed Inuit art in the  
50s and 60s. The CEAC helped create a mystique of the primitive. They 
loved things that were simplistic, direct and rough. With a medium  
like drawing or painting where you have the ability to render things 
quite realistically, it completely goes against the primitive aesthetic  
they marketed for decades. It’s a real thing we’re all fighting against. 

DB: The obstacle I face is that there’s not many Inuit painters. There’s  
not that representation. As artists, especially Inuit artists, we have a 
complicated history with art. As painters, we need to have these  
conversations that confront what is instilled in Canadian art history 
about who we are, where we’re from, what our story is. 

It’s important that we’re given representation of where we’re  
from. One of the things I think about a lot is that I’m just telling my  
perspective in my work. Just my side—one little slice of the Arctic. 
There should be more. The reality is that we just have to keep having 
this conversation for that to happen. 

This interview has been edited for clarity and condensed.

ABOVE
Bronson Jacque  
—
Lost
!"#(
Acrylic
&".( ' )".$ cm (each)

ƋåÍpZƏ�
=ŖÚþÚ�ĸ�=ŖÚþÚ�ĸ�
—
�ù�ù Ĵ́Ə
!"#(
XXŕ�ķŚş�
&".( ' )".$ þÚ`°_�(�ZÌ)

OPPOSITE
Aija Komangapik 
—
Figures in the  
Northern Lights 
!"!"
Acrylic and marker
*) ' !$ cm (each)

«á�Ìp�
�ķ�Ƌ´ƞ;��ķ�Ƌ´ƞ;�
—
Îƛ�p��ƏþŚÌŚ°pZƏ
!"!"
XXŕ�ķŚş���Å´��ƙĴƏ�
XXŕ�p
*) ' !$ þÚ`°_�(�ZÌ)
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�Ƌ�Ƌ : ´�yÅ´Őyá�XôáƝ,�;��ŒX�ä�Əù´ķŕ��`_�� (Œ;Ú�Ƌ´ƞ;�),�
�Å´á���|��µX�ù� (ķpZƏ),�_´Ś¯��þÑ��ß�ƏXÅ´Ő�ĵ�.� �
�Å´áp_�Ə�ƉÎ�Ĵ�Ə��ùţ�,�_yƍp_Ə_ù�Îp�«áƙÚÌp.�
ÚÑŒƏBôß�ßƏXôáƝ,�w�yZÚÑp�Îp�þÑ��ß�ƏXp�
;��Å´Őßä�Ə_�|0�¯ûp�Ɖ¯ŚŒ�Ì��þÑ��ß�ƏXp.

`=`= : _´ß��ÒÑ��¯ƏûƏX�Ɵ´p,�;ŒƏBôß�XôáƝ��ţáķ�ù´ä�Ə=Ɲ��
þÑ��ß�ƏXÌ�.�û´ÚÑä�Ə=Ə�üŚá�`�y���ŚÑŚş�|���|�|�
_µÌZÚÑƏZp,�YZƏZp,��ä��_�y���ţÚÎp�;��ƏXpXä�Əù´Ĵp.

´�y�|ÚÌƏXôáƝ�û´ţä�Əù´šƝ�þÑ��ß�ŚÌŚ¯�,�û´�ţ�Ƭ�á��
�Ñ��Ì�=Z�Ə.�þÑ��ß�ƙp�XXŕ�ķŚÌ�yp�_yĴÚÑƏùä�Ə=Ɲ�
_ƏþÌ���Å´á�ĴŚÑƏƬX�.�ÚÑŐä�Ə_ŕ��«Ìď�ÑÎ�Ś¯���XƍƏ=Ə,�
�Å´á�XXŕ�ķƏX�ôáÌ,�XXŕ�ķƏXôáÌá��ƍß´�ŚÌ��´ß�ƬÌ,�
wù�Ìß�ƍ�Ĳßä�Əù´ķŕ�XXŕ�ķƏB�_ƙp�ßÚÌ�ƏXôáƝ.

Ɔ|Ɔ|: û´ĴƝß��ĴŚÑƙpXyâšƏ�Îp��ţXpXÚÍƙÚÑ�ķŚ́ _.��`_pX�ŕ��
þÑƛ�ƏBä�Əù´šƏ�ƉĴƟ¯p��ZƏƬÌ�ÌŚĴXƛ�Ì�,�_yţä�Əù´ţ�|�
«áp_�á�Ì�ÑÌZÚÑƏ��Å´á�û´�á�ƏBä�Əù´ƙ_�|.�_´ß�
µÚÑ�û´ţßƏ=Ɲ�_´ZƏ�äƝÚÌp�ÑÌùäƝ�Ɖ´�_şÌ�Ì�.

ÑÌù´ßƏ;ù�wûZÚÑŚ¯���¯�Őţôß�ÌƏù�;ßŐ�ŐßƏXôáù��?

=ĸ=ĸ : Îp�û´ƍp_ƏXôá�p�Îp�þÑ��ƙÚÌ�,�û´ţ�=p�
XXŕ�ķƏù´ĴÌ���Å´á�þÎƛ��ŚÌ�.�ƍÎZÚÑ�þÑƛ�ŚÌ�yp�
;ĴÚÑƏXôáù,�wù�Ìß�_´�xĴÚÑƙäù�ƍÎßƝÌƙÚÌ�.�
�¯�ŐÌ�yôß,�ƍÎZÚÑ�_y�þ�XpXĴÚÑƏ=ù�ƍÎßƝÌƙÚÌ�.

�Ƌ�Ƌ : �¯�ŐÌ�yp�;��ÌƏCŕ:�Îp�þÑ��ƙp�;�Ĵ�âšp,��ZƏƬX��
ƍÎZßƝÌƙÚÌ���Å´á�ƍÎZÚÑŚá��ĴƙÚÌƙÚÌ���ZƏƬX�,�
wù�Ìp_�Ə��ZƏB�wôáX��_ƏþÌ�0üŚá��ķŕ��þ�ÌŚüŚá��ķŕ��þ�ÌŚ°pZƏ,��
ƉŚÌƏZ¯«á,�ƍ�ôáƏZ¯«á�ZƛpZŐ�Z¯«á��ZƏB�ƬX���ķŕƛ�Ì�.�
_yƍp_ßƏXôáƝ��ùƙÚÌ��þÑ��ß�ƏXÌ���ùƙÚÌ«á�
ßƏyùƍX�ƙ_pXÚÌ��þÑ��ƙÚÌ��“ƍÎ�|ÚÌŚß�_´ÚÑ�þÑ��ß�ŚÌƏ��
;_ƍƏB?”,�_´ß��¯û�áƟÌp�Xwÿ�þÌ��;_ƍƏ=Ə�_ƏþßƟÌ��
�ZŒÑƏ_ďùÚÌ�.

Ɔ|Ɔ| : _´ß�wÑZÚÑŚ¯��þÑķù�;��ķ�ƙù´ßƏC?�wÑZÚÑŚ¯p�
��ûŒƏX_�ù´ßƏ;ù�þÑķù�;ôá�p0�ŧţâÚÍp�ßďùÚÍ�?

=ĸ=ĸ : w�yZÚÑp�Îp� (ƍôáÒp)�û´ţ�=p�Îp�þÑ��ƙp�
;�ùƙÚÌp�ßƏyùZƍƙÚÌ«Ñ�þÑ��ß�üƛšp,��Å´Ñ�
û´á�ƙưƬX��Î`ƛĴÌ��þÑ��Ì�.�_´ß�_´ÚÌƝÎp�
;ÌƏþ�ţßƏ=Ɲ�;ôäp`ƛĴÌ�.�_´ß�û´ƏûŚÌƏþ�ßŕ´�
þÑĴ´ķÚÌ�,�ÏÌŕ�_y�þ�Ì�ßƏ=Ə�`�yX�ÑƏ�þÑķ�yp.

Ɔ|Ɔ| : ÏÿƏXôáƝ��ZŤ±p,�=åä�Əù´šƝ�þÑ��ƍŚşƟ±p��Å´á�

þÑķÚÌ��_yXƬ�p�wù�Ìß�wÑZÚÑƏ�ûƋX�þä�ƙpX�ƏZp.�_´ß�
ZáƏ_ŒX_ƍÅ´Ő�=Ə��¯ûÌ��ßďù�ÑƟ¯ÌƏ�ûŕ��ƍƏ_ďùÚÌ�,�
;á�ƏZ¯��ƍôáÑƝ�şp��Å´á��þÑ��ß�ƏB�ƬXp�ß_Őķ�ƙpZ¯��
“Îp�þÑ��ŐÌƙÚÌ�”

=ĸ=ĸ : �ňĲ|þƝÌ���ZŚÌƍä�Əù´�šƝ�þÚp�ĸÚ¯p.�þÑ��Śş�Ĵp��ţÚÌp�
_yĴÚÑä�ƙpZp,��w�ƛ�ƛĴÌ��þÑ��ƛ�Ì��Ì�ŚŒXƍŐ�ƍƙpZXp.�
_´ß�;��þZÚÑƏZp�ƍá�ù�ƛ�ƏZ¯�0_´pZp�Ì�ţÚåÚ¯p�
;��ķ�Ɵ´_.�þÑ��ƍŚŠp�äƝ��ƍä�ƏZƏ�_´ß�Ì�ŚŒXƍŒşp�
Ì�şƏ_�áÌá,�ZwƍŕķƏZƏ�ÎÑƍƏ}Əù´�´.���û�á��_´ßķ��´�
ÒÅ´�þä�ƙpZƝ.�_´ß�þÑķÚÌ��Ì�ŚŒXƍŒ´,�ZwƍƏ=Ə�;��ķ�Ɵ´p,�
´ÚÑ�ƙpZŚß�wÑ�Ìŕ�û´�ƙƬ�.
�
�Ƌ�Ƌ : Îp�þÑ��ƙp,�û´�ţƙp_�|��¯�ŐZÚÑ�ƙÅ´_.�_yù´ßƏ=Ɲ��
;�Ĵ�áƟÌ���¯�Əù´ĴÌ��ÎƟÎp�þÑķ�ù´ĴÌ�,�wù�Ìß�ŧşp�
�ƍƏ|��şp,�wù�Ìß�XXŕ�ķƏù´Ĵp��Å´á�ƍÎßƝÌƙÚÌ�.� ��´Ś´�
�ƍ�Xä�Əù´ƟµƝ�Ñ�ù�ňĲù´ßƏZp�BSCÌ���ƍƏù´ôáX«á�
þÑƛ�Ə_���àp�Ì�ŚŒ_�ÑX«á.��ƍŐôáX«á�>�þß�ŚáX�,�_´ß�
�ƍƏƬÌ,� “=�þÍ�?��ţ�ôß�>�þß�ƏBƙpZ�p”��ù�p_�Ə��ƍßµƏƬÌ�
´ÚÑ,� “ÑÎƛ�Ə”�_´pZÌ��Ì�şŚş�ţ�Zp�;Ĵ´üƛƟ´_.�_´pZp�
�¯ûp�;Ĵ´üƛƟ´_�Îp�û´ţƟÌƙÚÎp�_´pZÌ��;Ĵ´ZÚÎƏZp.

Ɔ|Ɔ| : �ƍßµ�ƍŚşƟ¯��Å´Ñ�ZƏyƏ_�ù´ŧşƟ¯�|Ñ_¯�þÑXôáƝ�
_yĴÚÑƏùßä�Ə=Ɲ�_ŧţÌ�|Ñ_¯p�Îp�þÑ��ß�ŚşƝÌp�
|XƏûƏ_�ù´ĴÌ�.��ƍßµä�Ə=Ɲ�ƍÎpZZÚÑŚÌ��Ì�ŚŒXƍƏBƟÌƙÚÌ���
Îp�þÑ��ƙÚÌ��_ďû´Ì�1950��Å´�1960��w�p��ZƏXôá�p.�
|Ñ_¯�Îp�þÑ��ß�ŚşƝÌp�|ĴŚÌƍÅ´Őä�Ə=Ə.�
;��ķ�Å´Ő�Bä�Ə=p�ƍÎßƝÌƙp��ĴÚÑƙưƬX�,�_y�þ�ÌƙôÑ�
;�ôáX�.�_´ß�XXŕ�ķƏù´ĴX�p��¯�Őù´ĴX�ôá�;ĴÚÑŕďù�
ƍÎßƝZÚÑŚÌƙÚÌ��_y�þ�ÌƙÚÌ�,�_´pZp��ňĲ�ķ�ƙÅ´_�
Ì�ŚŒ_�ţ�ZşÌŚÌ��_´ƝÌZƎá�.�_´pZp���ûŒŒX���ƍƏ_šp.

`=`= : �ţÚÎôß�_�Z�_ŕ��¯ûƙpZyáƟÌ��ÎƟÌp��¯�ŐĲ_ƍƙÅ´p.�
_y�þ�pX�ƍp_ƙÅ´Ő�ZƏ��¯�ŐĲÌ��ÎƟÌp.�þÑ��ß�ƏY�ôá_,�
;á�ƏZ¯p�Îp�þÑ��ß�ƏYƏ,�_y�þ�Ì�yp��ĴŚÑ|þÅ´Ő�ZƏ�
þÑ��ß�ƏXÌ��_y�þ�XpXÑû�Ƭ_.��¯�ŐĲ�ôá_ß,�
�ƍôäƍX���ƍŕp_�ƍÎƏ��¯�ŐÌƏ�;_ƍßƏBôß�XÚÑû�Ƭ��_ŧţÌ�
|Ñ_¯�þÑ��ß�ŚşƟ¯p�w�zÌpXÚÌ«Ñ�ƍ�Ĳ´ķ�ÌƏþ�ßŚá_,�
ÑwƞŚÌpXÚÌ«Ñ�ƍ�Ĳ´ķ�ßŚá_,��Å´á��Ì�|�ùš�ƍ�Ĳ´ķ�ßŚáX�.

;Å´Ő�âšƏ�ZÌķ�ù´�p_�w�zÌpXÚÌ��ÑÌŚ¯�_�ÌpXÚÌ«á�
�ƍ�ùƍŒÚÑŚÌpXÚÌ�.�û´�ķŕß��ƍ�ùƍZÚÑŕ´��ĴƙÚÌŚÌ��
þÑķÚÌ�.��ţÚÎôß0��w�Ə_ƏZ¯�_��´.��¯ûp�_´ÚÑ��ƍŐ�ƍŚ´_.�
_´ß��ƍôäƍX�ÚÌƏþ���ƍŕp_�_´ÚÑƋĲ�p_. 

�Ñ��;ƏüŚÌ�ä�ƏZƏ�Ñ«ß��Əù´ĴƏ.
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) Inuit 
Muralists 
Bring Colour 
 to the North

—
by Napatsi Folger



PREVIOUS SPREAD
Jessica Winters
(b. 1996 Makkovik)
—
Untitled (detail)
2020
Acrylic and varnish
—
Frank’s General Store
10-20 Middle Drive,  
Makkovik, Nunatsiavut, NL
COURTESY THE ARTIST

BELOW
Crowd performs  
Inuvialuit blanket toss at 
satellite unveiling
COURTESY NATURAL  
RESOURCES CANADA

From the Chauvet Cave of Southern France to the  
internationally renowned art of Banksy, humans have  
been creating murals for over 30,000 years. In this  
Portfolio we celebrate the colourful murals of !ve Inuit 
artists across Canada.

Murals are powerful tools of community inclusion  
and representation. Like the Chicano Art Movement and  
the American Civil Rights community mural projects of  
the 1960s, the murals in this Portfolio function as a form of  
accessible public media that showcase their emittable  
cultural strength. These pan-regional artists have incorpo-
rated strong themes of Inuit culture from nalukataq, the 
traditional Inuvialuit blanket toss, to the bright skyline of 
Arviat, NU. In landscapes swallowed by white snow for 
most of the year, these paintings bring images of brilliant 
colour for everyone to enjoy. Both culture and landscape 
move these artists to create their large-scale public art.

And like the feast that culminates a successful hunt, 
these murals bring communities together. The artists  
who painted in their home communities tell stories of the 
children who watched them painting day after day, asking 
questions with the unapologetic curiosity that I associate 
with the tuutchi-faced Inuit kids of my own youth. These 
interactions highlight the signi!cance of murals for  
small towns and villages as well as cities: they are public 
expressions of creativity where people of all ages can  
interact with artists while they work and be inspired to  
express their own artistry. 

Inuit Art Quarterly Winter !"!"&$



ABOVE
Sheree McLeod
(b. 1990 Inuvik)
—
Untitled
2018
Vinyl
—
Inuvik Satellite Station 
Facility, Inuvik, 
Inuvialuit Settlement 
Region, NT
COURTESY NATURAL  
RESOURCES CANADA

Artist Sheree McLeod was selected to design 
the unusual canvas of a satellite dish as part 
of the Inuvik satellite mural project, initiated 
by Natural Resources Canada in 2017.  
Proposed as a Canada 150 initiative, the project 
aimed to re"ect the Government of Canada’s 
commitment to reconciliation. Organizers 
commissioned murals by artists to represent 
the three main Indigenous groups who  
inhabit the Inuvik area, which include the 
Inuvialuit, Gwitchin First Nation and the 
Métis. McLeod’s design was selected by the 
Inuvialuit Regional Corporation to represent 
the region’s Inuvialuit denizens.

McLeod’s design depicts a traditional 
blanket toss scene with the seer thrown 
high, scanning the horizon and the pullers 
colourfully clad in bright parkas holding  
a sewn hide blanket taught. 

“The blanket toss brings people together. 
It’s a community event,” explains McLeod, who 
compares the utility of the satellite and the 
blanket toss, citing both as tools of surveying 
that allow us to see beyond the limits of our 
usual vantages, whether it be scanning for 

game or downlinking Earth observation data. 
The satellites posed unusual obstacles for 

the technicians, who had to perform the work 
of installing the mural on the satellite within 
small windows of time while the antennas 
were between receiving signals. Adding to the 
challenge, work on the murals could only 
occur when the temperature was above 10ºC 
and when conditions were dry, otherwise 
the artwork would not adhere properly.

The colourful blanket toss depicted in 
this mural was unveiled and celebrated with a 
live blanket toss, performed by members of 
the audience, complete with pullers and a man 
scanning the horizon as he was thrust into 
the air. As the artist had initially only seen 
pictures of the satellites, seeing the complete 
work on such a large scale took McLeod by 
surprise. She can be heard saying in a YouTube 
video about the project shared by the Inuvialuit 
Communication Society: “I didn’t expect it 
to be that huge—I didn’t know this was that 
big.” One might liken the feeling to spotting 
big game on the horizon; a polar bear is much 
bigger, when viewed up close.

Sheree McLeod
Inuvik Satellite Station 
Facility 
2018
—

1
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ABOVE
Charlotte Karetak
(b. 1995 Arviat)
—
Untitled
2018
Latex
—
Arviat Hamlet Office,  
Arviat, NU
COURTESY THE ARTIST

Charlotte Karetak
Arviat Hamlet O#ce 
2018
—

Though only in her college foundation, 
Charlotte Karetak has already painted six 
murals in communities across Nunavut,  
including at the Meadowbank Gold Mine site, 
outside of Kangiqliniq (Rankin Inlet), NU, 
and in her home community of Arviat, NU.  

The murals she paints are inspired by her 
life in Arviat, ranging from bright summer 
skies of pinks, blues and oranges, to the  
icy whites and blues of a winter landscape 
blanketed in snow. 

Karetak attributes her creativity to her 
anaanatsiaq, Rhoda Akpaliapik Karetak, who 
received a Queen Elizabeth II Diamond Jubilee 
Medal in 2012 from the O#ce of the Governor 
General for her drawing, painting, mixed media 
and sewing skills, and her anaana, Susan 
Karetak, who is a skilled seamstress and crafts- 
person. Like Rhoda’s signature "owers or 
Susan’s caribou antler mobiles, Charlotte 
Karetak gleans inspiration from the land around 
her and paints with vivid imagery and colours 

to render the sky in Arviat, which is a very 
"at area of tundra. As the artist notes, “You can 
basically see the sky all the way around you 
and there’s so many different colours during 
summer time. I think that’s what makes me 
want to paint colourful and bright skies.” 

If you’ve ever seen the incandescent 
scenes of Arctic skylines in person, it’s easy to 
understand the appeal of such imagery for 
large-scale art such as murals and Karetak’s 
colour palette blends beautifully with the orange 
background wall, contrasting nicely with the 
grays of the inuksuit in the foreground. 

Though she worked independently on 
the featured mural installed in the Arviat 
Hamlet O#ce, Karetak !nds the ability to 
engage with youth on community creative 
projects the most appealing aspect of mural 
art. She !rst delved into mural painting in 
her own youth, and is excited to share that 
knowledge and experience with younger 
generations in the future. 
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Kailey Sheppard
Qaumajuq Boardwalk 
2018
—

BELOW
Kailey Sheppard
(b. 1997 Winnipeg)
—
Mosaic Sea
2018
Latex on board
—
125 Sherbrook Street, 
Winnipeg, MB
COURTESY THE ARTIST 
PHOTO EMILY CHRISTIE

Between Spring 2018 and Spring 2020,  
Winnipegers walking along Memorial Boulevard 
and St. Mary Avenue were dazzled by the  
unexpected sight of an Arctic underwater 
scene, spanning the length of the pedestrian 
walkway and signalling the future home of 
Qaumajuq, the Inuit art centre at the Winnipeg 
Art Gallery (WAG) in Manitoba. Emerging  
artist Kailey Sheppard has spent most of her 
life in Winnipeg, where she saw the Insurgence/ 
Resurgence (2017-18) exhibition at the gallery 
and was inspired to reach out to staff in the 
hopes that she could participate in any Inuit 
arts initiatives available. Having spent only  
a few years in her father’s community of  
Postville, Nunatsiavut, NL, the artist commented 
that, “it was the !rst time I’d really seen Inuit 
art being represented.” Sheppard wanted to  
be a part of it. 

During the planning of the new centre, 
Sheppard was commissioned to produce a 
temporary mural on the boardwalk abutting the 
Qaumajuq site. For the piece, Sheppard sought  
to depict important cultural imagery and 
themes while maintaining her distinctive  
artistic style that favours bold lines and colours.   

Here we see the cool tones and colour 
blocking that create a gorgeous sense of  
movement and "ow, complete with seals and 
other sea creatures that are so essential to 
Inuit culture. For the artist, the feedback  
from the local Inuit community upon the 
completion of her mural was paramount in 
her feeling more connected with other Inuit 
and consequently linked to her roots in a 
larger urban centre. Sheppard admitted that, 
“there was a time where I felt like I was the 
only one.” But after working on the mural  
and visiting the Manitoba Inuit Association 
she realized, “there’s more of us in the city 
than I originally thought.” Many urban Inuit 
experience that kind of cultural isolation in 
cities, and mural art showing our culture can 
bring a sense of home and togetherness that  
is sometimes sorely needed.  3
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Jessica Winters is a Nunatsiavummiut 
painter, curator and environmental scientist 
who had been planning to produce a mural 
project in her hometown of Makkovik,  
Nunatsiavut, NL, for over a year. Drawing 
inspiration from the murals she had seen 
across the circumpolar world, particularly in 
Greenland, Winters was eager to display the 
artistic talents of her own region.

After discussing her idea with a friend, 
Winters applied for funding from the  
Nunatsiavut Department of Education and 
Economic Development to support the  
project—the !rst large-scale mural in the 
Nunatsiavut region. 

Upon receiving approval, Winters put 
out a call for youth applicants to join her to 
“show off [their] talents and beautify [their] 
community.” Her team included four local 
youth who worked with her over two months 
to design and paint the mural. Like other 
mural projects in this Portfolio, the team 
chose to work with an environmental theme 
featuring an ocean scene with a bowhead 
whale and other marine mammals important 
to Inuit as food, clothing and lamp oil. 

An added bene!t of the mural work was 
the amusement the team felt with the reactions 
of the community, particularly with daily 
questions from local kids watching them prime 
and apply the design. It drew out parents 
and youth hoping to get involved in future 
projects. “I’m super proud and I hope that it 
inspires people a little bit, and that it makes 
them feel happy when they see the mural,” 
Winters said. Public murals have the power 
to create pride among community members, 
and Winters was particularly happy to share 
the talent of Makkovik’s young, burgeoning 
artists with their town.

OPPOSITE
Niap
(b. 1986 Kuujjuaq)
—
Ilagiiluta
2017
Latex and chalkboard paint
—
Ungava Tulattivik 
Health Centre, 
Kuujjuaq, Nunavik, QC
COURTESY THE ARTIST

BELOW
Jessica Winters
—
Untitled 
2020
Acrylic and varnish
—
Frank’s General Store
10-20 Middle Drive,  
Makkovik, Nunatsiavut,  
NL
COURTESY THE ARTIST

Jessica Winters
Frank’s General Store 
2020
—
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Born in Kuujjuaq, Nunavik, QC, artist Niap 
is an accomplished painter and seasoned 
muralist. Currently based out of Montreal, QC, 
Niap has painted murals throughout Nunavik 
and in cities across Southern Canada including 
Ottawa, ON, where she produced an interior 
mural for the Museum of Nature’s Canada 
Goose Arctic Gallery, Ilurqusivut (Our Ways) in 
2017. The work produces an anamorphorsis 
effect—an optical illusion that makes a two- 
dimensional work appear three-dimensional 
and features colourful, geometric shapes and 
graphics overlaid with narrative imagery. Now 
well established, Niap’s early forays into art 
making, including detailed line drawings and 
expressive watercolours, were largely shared 
with friends and family over social media. 
Commissions, exhibition opportunities and 
other accolades soon followed.

Ilagiiluta (2017) however, was the artist’s 
!rst foray into mural art. Never one to say 
no to working in a new medium, Niap noted 
that she was working on a very steep learning 
curve for this project. She recalled with 
amusement that mixing enough colour to 
ensure the whole mural matched and covered 
an entire room was quite a lesson. Painted 

with interior latex house paint and chalkboard 
paint, the mural became a canvas for the 
children visiting the Kuujjuaq health centre, 
who were encouraged to add their own art 
onto the wall.

Incorporating the !ne detail of tuniit, 
kakiniit and beaded "owers—highly skilled 
and time-consuming practices in themselves— 
Niap’s painted forms are often as intensive 
as the art forms they depict. When asked 
what she liked most about mural work, Niap 
recalled the inspiration and liveliness that 
she experienced when working with local 
youth to paint a mural in their school. The 
enthusiasm and openness of the students 
touched her in a way that differed from 
working alone: “It was fun to see kids doing 
something different and experimenting with 
a new form of expression. It was really 
beautiful to see what the youth came up 
with. As much as there are hardships in the 
North, there was a lot of hope and positivity 
that came out of the work from the students.” 
Niap was encouraged to see the self-expression 
of students who were normally withdrawn 
or shy, with the project igniting a sense of 
community where other art forms fall short.

Niap
Ungava Tulattivik 
Health Centre
2017
— 5
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A SPECK OF SNOW FALLING     ON AN ARCTIC LANDSCAPE

—
by Anik Glaude



There [are] a lot of paintings 
of the North, but it’s time 

for Inuit to paint their own land. 
 —Niap

A SPECK OF SNOW FALLING     ON AN ARCTIC LANDSCAPE



PREVIOUS SPREAD
Niap 
(b. 1986 Kuujjuaq)
—
Composition
!"!"
Watercolour
48.3 , 75.6 cm
COURTESY FEHELEY FINE ARTS

BELOW
Frederick Horsman Varley
(1881–1969)
—
Arctic Sketch II
#%*$
Watercolour and graphite
!!.! , *".! cm
COURTESY VARLEY ART GALLERY  
OF MARKHAM

For hundreds of years, the Arctic has captivated the 
imaginations of outsiders—including artists from  
across Canada, many of whom returned again and again 
to depictions of tundras and icebergs. But how do these 
foreign legacies of picturing the Arctic engage with  
a more local view? Here, a curator considers how new 
works reveal the Arctic from its true vantage—as home.
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ABOVE
Niap 
—
Composition
!"!"
Watercolour
&$.* , 75.6 cm
COURTESY FEHELEY  
FINE ARTS

In Frederick Varley’s Arctic Sketch II (1938), a green band of colour 
divides the pale brown stretch of land below and the rising blue-tinged 
mountain above. Cutting the land almost in two, this shard of water 
brings life to an otherwise empty coastline. A group of wispy clouds 
envelop the top half of the painting, and from these, gently falling 
snow emanates and falls to the ground. The small, white blotches 
that dot the surface of the watercolour are not effects created by  
a paint brush, but rather by snow"akes falling on the surface of  
the paper. In 1938, Varley embarked on a 10,506-mile voyage to the  
Arctic from Montreal, QC. This two-and-a-half-month journey would  
see him visit numerous places throughout the North, including 
Nunatsiavut, Nunavik and Nunavut, as well as Greenland. Inspired 
in equal measure by the breathtaking landscape of the Arctic and the 
traditional Inuit ways of life, Varley produced several works over 
the course of his trip, including drawings, watercolours and oil 
sketches, many of which were painted en plein air, like Arctic Sketch II. 

Painting the Arctic landscape has long fascinated artists from 
Southern Canada and their paintings have, for the most part, in"uenced 
the public’s visual imagination of the North. For more than one 
hundred years, artists have trekked north, !rst by boat and now by 
plane, to reach this isolated region. On paper and canvas, they have 
recorded their impressions of the land, its geography and its peoples, 
and producing, among other subjects, luminous paintings of "oating 
icebergs, piercing views of tundra and intimate portraits of Inuit in 
traditional dress. None of these depictions are more emblematic than 
those by members of the Group of Seven,$ namely A. Y. Jackson, 
Lawren Harris and Frederick Varley.% Having produced some of 
Canada’s most iconic landscape paintings of the early twentieth 
century, the Group of Seven aimed to create a vision of and for  
Canada based on its vast natural environment. Their paintings of 
windswept pine trees on rocky outcrops, boreal forests with changing 
autumn leaves and the play of light on the calm waters of Georgian 
Bay are but a few examples of the works they painted. 

It is understandable, then, that their attention would eventually 
turn to the North in search of new painting vistas. As Jackson stated 
before his !rst voyage, “there is a country to the north of us which 
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is unique and distinctly Canadian. Let our artists turn explorers; let 
them go up into this territory and interpret it for Canadians.”& They 
weren’t the !rst, and certainly not the last, but their travels inspired 
future generations of artists to follow in their footsteps. Consequently, 
the depiction of the Arctic in paint has, up until now, been mostly 
from an outsider’s perspective. For reasons explained elsewhere in 
this issue, including the lack of access to materials, Inuit artists living 
in the North have not featured prominently within the legacy of 
painting in the Arctic and their ability to interpret their own lands 
in paint has been limited. 

As the curator of the Varley Art Gallery of Markham, whose  
collection contains several of Varley’s Arctic landscapes, I’ve  
long considered these pieces, their artistic qualities and historical 
signi!cance, but also more recently, their problematic nature. I  
agree with fellow curator and art historian Emily Falvey when she 
suggests that, “when addressing the work of the Group of Seven  
in a contemporary context, one must be prepared to be critical of its 
role in bolstering modern Canadian nationalism, colonialism, and 
industry.”4 This is especially true of the Group’s Arctic paintings, as 
issues of sovereignty, displacement and representation are also at 
play here. As such, for the past few years I’ve aimed to reconcile the 
ways in which Varley’s works of this period are thought of, displayed 
and interpreted. One way to recontextualize this historical work is 
to engage with Inuit artists, to centre their work within this complex 
history and consider the ways paint can disrupt this outsider narrative. 
In a recent phone conversation, Niap (Nancy Saunders), a multimedia 
artist from Kuujjuaq, Nunavik, QC, based in Montreal, QC, explains 
that there is a disconnect between artists from elsewhere painting 
northern landscapes, and that their depiction of the land can often 
be too simplistic, too super!cial. “There [are] a lot of paintings of 
the North,” she states, “and it’s time for Inuit to paint their own land.”5  

Fortunately, a new generation of Inuit artists, Niap included, are  
exploring the medium anew. 

In River Series (2020), Niap uses watercolour to create soft, yet 
vibrant abstracted landscapes. Pigment is added to an already watered 
paper, blending into and out of each other. Horizon lines form at the 
centre, where the colour is denser and extend to both sides of the paper, 
almost as a never-ending continuum. From the centre, rich blues, 
purples and yellows extend outward and contrast the white of the paper 
beneath. On top of these are hand-drawn elements, small triangles, 
dots and lines, like a "ock of birds or tattoo markings "oating on the 
surface.  When we discuss the representation of land in her work, 

Niap explains that it’s not the land that’s important here, but the water. 
The artist uses water from her community, as well as other sites, to mix 
the paints, a deeply personal act that helps the artist to connect back 
to her home. When talking about gathering the water, she mentions a 
!shing trip with her brothers and how she’s asked friends and family 
to send her water from various locations in the North to continue 
the series. Water, she adds, bears witness to where it’s been and also 
where it is going. It allows us to connect with a particular moment 
in time, when the water was collected, but also to a much older time 
as it carries within it ancient minerals—remnants of the earth itself. 

During his own voyage, Varley must have collected and used water 
from the various locations he visited when painting. Did he, like Niap, 
notice a difference in the vibrancy it produced when mixed with paint? 
Would the water from Kimmirut, NU, be different from that of  
Mittimatalik (Pond Inlet), NU? To consider the landscape not only as 
simple topography, but also within the dichotomy of time and place, 
is an interesting venture. As an important conceptual grounding in 
Niap’s work, do they also resonate in Varley’s? At !rst glance, maybe 
not. However it is interesting to consider that remnants of 82-year-old 
Arctic snow, however microscopic, might lie on the surface of Arctic 
Sketch II, contributing to its making. Place, including time and space, 
is crucial to both artists’ works, but only fully and intentionally  
embraced by Niap who, not coincidentally, carries her lived experience 
of the land into her practice. This subtle but critical shift underscores 
what is missed when non-Inuit visions of the Arctic are centred, and 
how much work is left to be done to fully integrate Inuit perspectives 
into a broader history of Arctic landscape painting. 
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  NOTES

 % The founding members include Franklin Carmichael (#$%"–#%&)), Lawren  
Harris (#$$)–#%+"), A. Y. Jackson (#$$!–#%+&), Frank Johnston (#$$$–#%&%), 
Arthur Lismer (#$$)–#%(%), J. E. H. MacDonald (#$+*–#%*!) and Frederick Varley 
(#$$#–#%(%). Later members would include A. J. Casson (#$%$–#%%!), Edwin 
Holgate (#$%!–#%++) and L. L. FitzGerald (#$%"–#%)(). 

 & Jackson would make the trip three times (#%!+, #%*" and #%()), while Lawren 
Harris (#%*" with Jackson) and Varley (#%*$) went one time each.

 ( A. Y. Jackson, “Artist-Explorer,” Canadian Bookman %.( (July #%!+): !#(, quoted in 
Jeremy Adamson, Lawren S. Harris. Urban Scenes and Wilderness Landscapes 
$%&#-$%!&, (Toronto: Art Gallery of Ontario, #%+$), $%.

 " Emily Falvey, Hot Mush and the Cold North : Bouillie chaude et Grand Nord 
(Ottawa: Ottawa Art Gallery, !"")), #!). 

 # Phone interview with the artist conducted by the author, October !"!".

OPPOSITE -ABOVE.
Frederick Horsman Varley
—
Arctic Sketch I
#%*$
Watercolour
!!.! , *".! cm
COURTESY VARLEY ART GALLERY  
OF MARKHAM

OPPOSITE -BELOW.
Niap 
—
Composition
!"!"
Watercolour
!+.% , 45.1 cm
COURTESY FEHELEY FINE ARTS

RIGHT
Niap 
—
Composition
!"!"
Watercolour
23.5 , !$.( cm
COURTESY FEHELEY FINE ARTS




